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ALL THE GOVERNOR'S SCANDALS

Andrew Cuomo's Lewinski diversion
Exclusive: Scott Lively sees N.Y. leader skating on COVID deaths, as Clinton
did on CCP issue

On March 25, 2020, as the human death toll attributed to COVID-19 was

skyrocketing, and the official government narrative for granting itself

extraordinary emergency powers was centered on hospitals being overrun with

COVID patients, New York Gov. Andrew Cuomo made the executive decision to

sacrifice the very elderly and infirm so that more hospital beds would be

available for younger people. That's my most charitable possible theory as to

Cuomo's motive for issuing what in retrospect was clearly a death warrant for

over 15,000 nursing home patients in the Empire State. That death warrant was

the now infamous Cuomo Nursing Home Directive, stating in pertinent part:

"No resident shall be denied re-admission or admission to the NH solely based

on a confirmed or suspected diagnosis of COVID-19. NHs are prohibited from

requiring a hospitalized resident who is determined medically stable to be tested

for COVID-19 prior to admission or re-admission."

My less charitable, more realistic theory is that Andrew Cuomo intentionally

murdered those "useless eaters" with the same Malthusian imperiousness he

displayed in championing New York's ghoulish 2019 late-term abortion law.

I published my early analysis on this story as "The Murder Trial of Andrew

Cuomo" on May 18, 2020, based on the facts known at that time.

Since then, my conclusions about Cuomo have hardened. It's now obvious to me

that he was the globalists' designated point-man for the plandemic "lockdown to

takedown" facet of the (multi-faceted) coup d'etat against President Trump. As

head of the six-state Northeast COVID Cabal (New York, New Jersey,
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Massachusetts, Connecticut, Pennsylvania and Rhode Island) with combined

"COVID-related" fatalities far surpassing the rest of the nation, Cuomo held the

so-called "moral high ground" for steering national lockdown policy. From a

purely Machiavellian political perspective, the more deaths the better, with the

sudden wave of "death taxes" into state coffers being just icing on the cake.

("Death taxes" in New York include both estate taxes – which can be up to 40% –

and inheritance taxes – New York being on of the few states still exacting these.)

But even in today's Amerika, mass murder is hard to get away with, and so, when

his damage-control efforts proved ineffective, Andrew Cuomo needed a

survivable exit strategy.

Enter Lindsey Boylan (aka "Andrew Cuomo's Monica Lewinski") as the first in a

parade of "me too" accusers.

To be absolutely clear, I am not accusing Ms. Boylan of complicity in Cuomo's

public diversion scheme, any more that I think Monica Lewinski was in on the

Bill Clinton diversion strategy (though in Lewinski's case, I think it's possible).

I'm only saying that Cuomo is following the Clinton playbook to the letter by

allowing an almost certainly ally-orchestrated (or at least nudged), fully

survivable (and "stud-status" enhancing) sex scandal to draw public attention

away from the real scandal and its risk of truly serious consequences.

Let's revisit the Clinton scenario. In the mid-1990s, Bill Clinton was in serious

political and potentially legal trouble over giving high-tech ballistic missile

technology to Communist China by granting trade policy waivers to his buddy

Bernard L Schwartz, a New York mega-donor and then head of Loral

Corporation. The Baltimore Sun reported in May of 1998 that:

"Allegations that Democratic campaign contributions resulted in the transfer of

sensitive ballistic missile technology to China have touched off congressional

charges of the gravest kind: betrayal of the public trust, breaches of national

security, even treason. … Loral was able to launch its satellite in China in 1996

only after Clinton signed a special waiver of U.S. export control law … but it

came as Loral was donating more than $1 million to the 1996 campaigns, 81
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percent of which went to Democrats. Loral chief executive Bernard L. Schwartz

personally donated more than $1 million to Democratic candidates and

committees, including $581,000 to the Democratic National Committee."

Wikipedia provides more insight: "Schwartz is a lifelong Democrat. According to

NBC News, he was the largest single contributor to the Democratic Party from

1992 to 1996. In 1996, he celebrated his 71st birthday with Bill and Hillary

Clinton at the White House. … In 2016, Schwartz donated US$1 million to

Priorities USA Action, a Super PAC supporting Democratic presidential

candidate Hillary Clinton. Schwartz is also in the $5 million-$10 million bracket

of donors to the Clinton Foundation."

When it looked like Bill Clinton was in real trouble over the Loral/CCP scandal,

with the U.S. Congress soon alleging treason, the Lewinski scandal broke. That

was on Jan. 17, 1998, on The Drudge Report (was Matt a deep-stater all along?).

Instantly, the (likely complicit) corporate media began a feeding frenzy that

sucked all the air out of the Loral/CCP scandal, which quickly died on the vine.

Both Clinton and Schwartz escaped without serious consequences and remained

key players at the top of the Democratic food chain. Schwartz got a $14 million

slap on the wrist, divested Loral and started the Dems' deep-well donation farm

called Bls Investments.

Care to guess who is a really close adviser and mega-donor to Andrew Cuomo?

We're not sure if Cuomo's scandal-tainted "vaccine czar" Larry Schwartz is

related.

What we do know is that, like Clinton, Cuomo is almost certain to skate on the

mass murder charge, especially since the Biden Justice Department announced

just two weeks ago, it will not be investigating those deaths – the timing of that

announcement (in letter form) suggesting it was the final assurance Cuomo

required from the power-brokers before agreeing to resign this week.

Watch a video version of this column:
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